SEAL Does Tour de Lake 2003 in Grand Fashion

Tour De Lake  
May 10th, 2003, Seattle, WA  
About twenty brave souls signed up to see if they could make it the 65 miles around Lake Washington. This year nobody needed cabs or buses back home. However, two flat tires, a broken chain and lots of confusion about what race Alex was winning kept us all pretty busy. The weather was great and we all had a great time! A link is included below to get to more pictures.  

Awards Recently Received  
June 1st, 2003, Seattle, WA

May 2003: Scholarship to go to Toronto; David Parker, Ken Shostad, Ryan Wistort, Bing Jiang, Min Wang, and Kishore Sundara-Rajan.  
May 2003: Nels Jewell-Larsen receives 3rd place at the 2003 IEEE regional student paper contest  
April 2003: Gabriel Rowe and Ryan Wistort won the NASA Space Grant Scholarship.  
April 2003: Nels Jewell-Larsen received an honorable mention for the NSF graduate fellowship.  
April 2003: David Parker won the SEAL Scholarship for winter quarter 2003.
Breaking News: Alex Cleans Office, Cuts Hair  
*June 1st, 2003, Seattle, WA*  
In an apparent flurry of activity, Professor Mamishev cleaned his office and got a haircut. A quick poll of five people on the street was made on this story shown below.

---

Scholarships Coming Up  
*June 1st, 2003, Seattle, WA*  
**Deadline June 1st:**  
- The College Inventors Competition, $50,000, Minimal restrictions  
- IEEE Industry Applications Society Myron Zucker Undergraduate Student Design Awards, $400-$800, Scope is “Industry Applications” and IEEE member.  
- IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society Undergraduate Student Design Competition, $100-$300  
- NSPE PEI Scholarship Program, $2,500, 2.5 GPA.  

**Deadline June 2nd:**  
- Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers Scholarship Program, $1,000 - $2,500, 2.7 GPA, Hispanic  

**Deadline July 15th:**  
- DEED Scholarship, $4,000, Students must obtain a DEED member sponsor for their scholarship project.

Upcoming Travel  
*June 1st, 2003, Seattle, WA*  
For those of you not traveling this summer to any conferences, you have only yourself to blame.  
Alex: Monterey, CA, Washington DC, Paris, Rome, Chicago  
Bing Jiang: Dallas, TX  
Min Wang: Toronto, Canada  
David Parker: Toronto, Canada  
Ken Shostad: Toronto, Canada  
Kishore Sundara-Rajan: Toronto, Canada  
-Toronto may be cancelled due to SARS  
Xiaobei Li: New Mexico  
Nels Jewell-Larsen: Amsterdam  
Kyle Pendergrass: Amsterdam  
Gabriel Rowe: Cancun, Mexico, if he’s lucky  
Sam Larson: Alaska as slave labor on parent’s boat